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A union closed family A is a finite family of sets such that the union of any two
sets in A is also in A. The conjecture under consideration is Conjecture 1: For
every union closed family A, there exists some x contained in at least half the
members of A.We study the structure of such families (as partially ordered sets),
and verify the conjecture for a large number of cases.  1999 Academic Press
1. PRELIMINARIES
A union closed (UC) family A is a finite family of sets, not all empty,
such that the union of any two sets in A is also in A. The conjecture under
consideration was proposed by Peter Frankl in 1979:
Conjecture 1. For every UC family A, there exists some x contained in
at least half the members of A.
The problem remains unsolved, though some partial results have been
obtained; for instance if the family contains any set of cardinality 1 or 2,
then Conjecture 1 is true; in Poonen [2] and Sarvate and Renaud [3] it
is shown that the conjecture is true if the family has no more than 28
members, or involves no more than seven elements, and Poonen also gives
some general sufficient conditions for the conjecture to be satisfied. Lo
Faro [1] improves this to families which either involve no more than eight
elements, or have no more than 35 members.
A UC family is partially ordered by inclusion, and also may be regarded
as a semigroup with the operation ‘‘union’’; it is not surprising that various
aspects of such structures may be brought to bear on Conjecture 1. We
show first that a UC family has (as a semigroup) a unique minimal
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generating set. From this, we construct, for a given UC family, a unique
‘‘dual’’ UC family, of the same cardinality.
Evidently a UC family A has a unique maximal element S, and so we
have associated to A its complementary family Ac, where the members of
Ac are the complements (in S) of the members of A. Then Ac is an inter-
section-closed (IC) family, has < as its unique minimal element, and is
also partially ordered by inclusion.
In order to avoid some obvious trivialities, we study only UC families A
(with maximal element S) satisfying the following conditions:
1. All the members of A are finite and non-empty
2. The family A is not a chain
3. The (unique) maximal element S of A is the union of A-[S].
4. A has at least two minimal elements.
Definition 1.1. If A is a UC-family satisying the conditions 14
above, then we say that A is a UC*-family.
Our main result is that for any UC*-family A, either A or its dual
satisfies Conjecture 1.
Definition 1.2. If A is a UC family, a generating set for A is a sub-
family X of A such that every member of A is a union of members of X.
A generating set is minimal if no proper subset is also a generating set.
We first show that any UC family A has a unique minimal generating
set (denoted MGS(A)), which is contained in every generating set for A.
(We use the symbol / to denote proper inclusion of sets.)
Definition 1.3. Let A be a UC family. If X and Y are distinct mem-
bers of A, and if X/Y and there is no Z{X, Y in A such that X/Z/Y,
then we say that X is a child of Y, and Y is a parent of X. Two children
of the same set are called siblings.
Lemma 1.4. The union of any two distinct siblings is their parent.
Proof. Let X and Y be distinct siblings with parent Z. Clearly,
X _ YZ. If X _ Y{Z, then X/X _ Y/Z, contradicting that Z is the
parent of X.
Corollary 1.5. If Z has children X1 , ..., Xn where n2, then for
each Xi , and for all Xj where j{i, Z&XiXj ( for 1in).
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Lemma 1.6. If two siblings are disjoint, then they are the only children of
their parent, and they have no nonempty children.
Proof. Let X and Y be disjoint children of Z. Let W be another child
of Z. Then Z&Y/W and Z&X/W. Since X and Y are disjoint and
X _ Y=Z, X/W and Y/W. So W=Z, a contradiction. Now assume
that X has a nonempty child C. Then Y/Y _ C/Z, contradicting that Y
is a child of Z.
Lemma 1.7. A set of cardinality n can have at most n children.
Proof. Let X be a set of cardinality n. For each ai # X, let Xi=X&[ai].
If X has more than n children, then two of them must be subsets of
some Xi . Thus their union is a subset of Xi , and therefore they are not
children of X.
Theorem 1.8. Let X be the subfamily of a UC-family A consisting of
those members of A having at most one child. Then every element of A is
a union of members of X, and X is contained in every generating set for A.
Proof. First note that if X # X, then X is not the union of any other
members of A, and so every generating set for A must contain X.
Let X # A and assume that X has two or more children. Let U and V
be distinct children of X. By Lemma 1.4, X=U _ V. Put M=[U, V]. Then
X=Z # M Z. For each Z # M, if Z has two distinct children, remove Z
from M and add two distinct children of Z to M. By Lemma 1.4, it is still
the case that X=Z # M Z. Since X was finite, and since at each stage we
replace a set Z with sets strictly smaller than Z, we must eventually arrive
at an M such that every member of M has no more than one child. Thus
MX and X=Z # M Z.
Definition 1.9. For a UC family A, let MGS(A) denote the family of
members of A which have no more than one child.
It should be noted that, while MGS(A) contains all the minimal
elements of the poset A, it is not necessarily true that every member of
MGS(A) is minimal in A. In view of the assumptions 13 above, our
UC* families will always have at least two minimal elements.
Throughout the rest of this paper, we will be concerned only with
UC*-families. For convenience we state here as a lemma, the most obvious
consequences of the conditions 1-3.
Lemma 1.10. Let A be a UC*-family, with MGS [A1 , A2 , ..., An]. Let
S be the maximal element of A.
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(1) S has at least two children
(2) card(A) is at least 3.
2. DUAL FAMILIES
We now define, for a UC*-family A, a dual UC*-family. The relation
between these two families is similar to the relation between a vector space
and its dual space, though the analogy is far from complete. For example,
it is true that the ‘‘double dual’’ of a family is the original family. The dual
family is uniquely determined, and for each property of the original family,
there is a matching dual property for the dual family (usually not the same
property). These families are remarkably useful in the study of Conjecture
1. In particular, we will show later that Conjecture 1 is always either true
for A, or true for its dual. A family and its dual have the same cardinality,
though they may or may not be isomorphic either as partially ordered sets,
or as UC-families. In fact, as partially ordered sets, a family is isomorphic
to the complementary family to its dual.
Definition 2.1. Let A be a UC*-family with maximal element S. Let
M=[A1 , A2 , ..., An] be a minimal generating set (MGS) for A. For each
x # S, define T (x)=[i | x # Ai] and U(x)=[i | x  Ai]. Define A* to be the
smallest family of subsets of [1, 2, ..., n] which is closed under unions and
contains all the sets T (x) for all x # S, and let A$ be the family consisting
of the complements in [1, 2, ..., n] of the members of A*. Then A* is the
dual family to the family A, and the complementary family A$ of A* is
the dual family to the complementary family Ac of A.
An arbitrary UC*-family A may have a good deal of redundancy; for
example, if some element is contained in every member of the family, then
Conjecture 1 is trivially true; if we remove that element from every member
of the family, the result is still a UC*-family in which Conjecture 1 may or
may not be trivially true. A primitive family, defined next, is a family with
no obvious redundancies; every UC*-family can be reduced to a primitive
family by removing elements, in such a way that if Conjecture 1 is true for
the reduced primitive family, then it is also true (non-trivially) for the
original family.
Definition 2.2. Let A be a UC*-family, with MGS [A1 , A2 , ..., An]
and maximal element S. Then A is a primitive family provided the follow-
ing conditions are satisfied:
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(1) for every x # S, there exists i such that x  Ai
(2) for all x, y # S, T (x)=T ( y) if and only if x= y
(3) the family [T (x) | x # S] is a minimal generating set for the
family A*.
The next result shows, essentially, that every UC*-family can be reduced
to a primitive UC-family.
Theorem 2.3. Let A be a UC*-family, with MGS [A1 , A2 , ..., An], and
maximal element S. For each X/S, let C(X ) be the UC-family
[Y&X | Y # A].
(a) Let I be the intersection of A. Then C(I )- [<] is a UC*-family
which is isomorphic to A if I is not a member of A, and to A&[I]
otherwise.
(b) If T (x)=T ( y) with x{y, then C([x]) is a UC*-family which is
isomorphic to A.
(c) Suppose that for some X/S we have y  X and T( y)=x # X T (x).
Then C([ y]) is a UC*-family which is isomorphic to A.
Proof. Statement (a) is obvious. For (b) note that T (x)=T ( y) with
x{y, implies that for every X # A, we have x # X if and only if y # X, so
that deleting x leaves the structure of the family unchanged.
Finally, for (c), suppose X/S and we have y  X and T ( y)=
x # X T (x). Then for every Z # A, we have y # Z if and only if Z & X{<,
and so the correspondence Z  Z&[ y] is one-to-one; this proves (d).
From now on, we assume A is a fixed primitive family, with maximal
element S, [A1 , A2 , ..., An] as minimal generating set, and A* and A$ as
the associated families, as in Definition 2.1. We always assume that n is at
least 3, since if n=2 the problem is trivial: if a primitive UC*-family has
only two generators, then the family has only three sets and Conjecture 1
is obviously true.
We now describe a natural correspondence between A&[S], and A$,
which is one-to-one, and containment-preserving.
Lemma 2.4. Let X # A and suppose X{S, say X=S&[ y1 , y2 , ..., yk].
Put I=ki=1U ( yi). Then X=j # I Aj .
Proof. Let J be the set of all indices i such that Ai/X. Then evidently,
since X # A, X=j # J Aj . If j # J, then j # U ( yi) for all i=1, 2, ..., k, and
conversely, and then I=J.
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Definition 2.5. Define a correspondence ; from A&[S] to A$&[<]
as follows. If X # A and X{S, say X=S&[ y1 , y2 , ..., yk], then ;(X )=
ki=1 U ( yi) .
The next lemma gives the basic properties of this correspondence: it is a
one-one onto function, which preserves containment.
Lemma 2.6. Let X, Y # A&[S].
(i) X=i # ;(X ) Ai
(ii) ;(X )=;(Y ) if and only if X=Y.
(iii) If X/Y, then ;(X )/;(Y ).
(iv) ;(X ) _ ;(Y )/;(X _ Y )
Proof. (i) This follows from Lemma 2.4.
Statement (ii) follows from (i), by primitivity, and (iv) is an easy conse-
quence of (i).
To see (iii) let X=S&[ y1 , y2 , ..., yk] and suppose X/Y, say Y=S&
[ y1 , y2 , ..., yr] where rk. Then ;(Y )=ri=1U( y i) while ;(X )=
ki=1 U( yi), and evidently ;(X )/;(Y ).
As a consequence, it is easy to see that A* has the same cardinality as
the family A. However, the natural correspondence does not preserve
either unions or containments.
Lemma 2.7. The family A* has the same cardinality as the family A.
Proof. Define a correspondence : from A to A* by: :(S)=[1, 2, ..., n],
and if X{S, then :(X ) is the complement (in [1, 2, ..., n]) of ;(X ). The
result follows from Lemma 2.
Before proceeding, we summarize the notation introduced so far, and
give another definition.
A is a primitive UC*-family
S=S(A) is the union of all the members of A
Ac is the complementary IC-family to A
[A1 , A2 , ..., An] is the minimal generating set for A
For x # S(A), T (x)=[i | x # Ai] and U(x)=[i | x  Ai]
A* is the dual family to A
A$ is the dual family to Ac
Definition 2.8. For any family B which is either UC or IC, and for
any X/S(B), N(X, B) is the number of members of B which contain X,
and M(X, B) is the number of members of B which do not contain X.
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In the next theorem, we list some of the obvious consequences of the
previous discussion.
Theorem 2.9. Let A be a primitive UC*-family, with MGS [A1 ,
A2 , ..., An], and maximal element S.
(1) Put |S|=m. Then ni=1 |A i |=
m
j=1 |T (xi)| where S=[x1 ,
x2 , ..., xm].
(2) For every i, j # [1, 2, ..., n], there exist x, y # S such that i # U (x)
and j  U ( y).
(3) Let S=[x1 , x2 , ..., xm] and 1km. Put J (k)= ik U (xi). If
k=1, then |J(k)|=0. If k>1 and if |J(k)|{0, then for every j # J(k), Aj is
a subset of [x1 , x2 , ..., xk&1].
(4) Let x # S, and suppose that |U(x)|= j. If X # A, and if x  X, then
X=i # I Ai for some subset I of U (x). In particular, the number M(x) of
members of A which do not contain x, is equal to the number of members
of A$ which are non-empty subsets of U (x), and M (x, A)2 j&1.
(5) M (x, A)=N (T (x), A*)&1 and N (x, A)=M (T (x), A*)+1
(6) For i=1, 2, ..., n, N (i, A*)=M (i, A$) and M (i, A*)=N (i, A$) .
(7) For i=1, 2, ..., n, M (i, A*)=N (A i , A)&1
Proof. All the proofs are easy consequences of the definition; by way of
illustration we prove only (5). First, M(x, A) is the number of members X
of A which do not contain x, that is, the number of ;(X ) which are subsets
of U(x), and note that ;(X ) is a non-empty proper subset of [1, 2, ..., n].
Then in the dual family A*, the complement of ;(X ) contains T (x), and
in addition [1, 2, ..., n] contains T (x). Thus we have M(x, A)=N(T (x),
A*)&1. The rest of (5) follows.
The dual relations (5) and (7) of this theorem, give equivalent statements
to Conjecture 1, in terms of the containment of members of the generating
set in a given member of the dual family. For example, M(x, A)N(x, A)
if and only if N(T (x), A*)&1M(T (x), A*)+1. The next result follows
from this observation.
Theorem 2.10. For any primitive UC* family A, Conjecture 1 is true
either for A or for A*.
Proof. Suppose that x # S and fewer than half the members of A
contain x, i.e., 2N(x, A)<card(A). Then 2M(T (x), A*)card(A*) by
the preceding theorem, and so T (x) itself is a subset of more than half the
members of A* and Conjecture 1 is true for A*.
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Note that it follows from this proof that if Conjecture 1 fails for A, then
every T (x) must be contained in at least half the members of A*.
Using results like Theorem 2.9, we can get new proofs for most of the
known results without much difficulty, but further extension seems still to
be very hard. Relative to the notions of this paper, it is not hard to show
that if a UC family A has a minimal generating set of no more than eight
elements, then Conjecture 1 is true for A, but again, extending this seems
to be very hard.
There are many questions suggested by the ideas of this paper, but for
most of them, it is far from clear how an answer relates to Conjecture 1.
These partial results and questions have been posted on a Web page, at
http:www.uncg.eduttpvaugha.
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